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One of the principal application areas for brain-computer interface (BCI) technology is augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC), typically used by people with severe speech and physical disabilities (SSPI). Existing word- and
phrase-based AAC solutions that employ BCIs that utilize electroencephalography (EEG) are sometimes supplemented
by icons. Icon-based BCI systems that use binary signaling methods, such as P300 detection, combine hierarchical lay-
outs with some form of scanning. The rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) IconMessenger combines P300 signal
detection with the icon-based semantic message construction system of iconCHAT. Language models are incorporated in
the inference engine and some modifications that facilitate the use of RSVP were performed such as icon semantic role
order selection and the tight fusion of language evidence and EEG evidence. The results of a study conducted with 10
healthy participants suggest that the system has potential as an AAC system in real-time typing applications. Ability to
construct messages with reduced physical movement demands due to RSVP and increased message construction speed
and accuracy due to the incorporation of an icon-based language model in the inference process are the significant
findings of this study.

Keywords: rapid serial visual presentation; augmentative and alternative communication; brain computer interface;
P300 detection

1. Introduction

Augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) sys-
tems are primarily non-verbal, and are typically used by
people who have severe speech and physical disabilities
(SSPI). This population may include people with cerebral
palsy (CP), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), locked-
in syndrome (LIS), stroke, and other physical or neuro-
logical impairments. According to some estimates,
approximately 53% of people with CP [1] and 75% of
people with ALS [2] use some form of AAC.

One form of AAC is speech-generating devices
(SGD), or voice output communication aids (VOCA),
that consist of electronic systems with buttons represent-
ing letters, words, or phrases. Users activate the buttons,
such as via a touchscreen or joystick, to create messages
that can be spoken aloud via a text-to-speech (TTS)
engine. There is a time and generativity trade-off
between letter-based systems and word- or phrase-based
systems. Although letter-based systems allow for full
expression in alphabetic languages, they require literacy
and are often slower than word- or phrase-based sys-
tems.[3] Word- and phrase-based systems are often pre-
ferred for face-to-face communication and are usually

supplemented by icons to aid in visual search and
accommodate visually impaired or pre-literate users.[4]

There are several different types of BCI for potential
use in AAC, including those that detect slow cortical
potentials (SCP), steady-state visually evoked potentials
(SSVEP), event-related synchronization and desynchroni-
zation (ERS/ERD), and event-related potentials (ERP).
Of the event-related potentials, the P300 is one of the
most studied waveforms. The brain generates a P300
response, a positive deflection in the scalp voltage
mostly occurring in the centro-parietal region with a typ-
ical latency just over 300 ms, as a response to infrequent
novel/target stimuli.[5] The focus of this work is on
using the P300 signal for word- and phrase-based com-
munication in conjunction with a tightly integrated lan-
guage model for icon collections representing sentences,
collectively referred to as icon-based communication.

Although many BCI communication systems are let-
ter-based, such as the P300 Matrix Speller,[12] there has
been prior and related work on icon-based BCI sys-
tems.[6,7] These icon-based BCI communication sys-
tems, however, often use layouts very similar to those of
their non-BCI counterparts, supplemented by some form
of scanning, such as linear or row-column.[8] Because
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the entire vocabulary cannot usually be displayed all at
once in these layouts, it is typically organized as arrays
of icons in hierarchically nested pages, categorized
according to lexical, semantic, or thematic similarity.
Navigating these interfaces, even using a scanning BCI,
requires that users visually locate their target icon from
among the many options on the screen. The difficulty of
this task is compounded as the screen size becomes lar-
ger, icons become smaller, or the navigation hierarchy
becomes more complex to accommodate larger vocabu-
laries. For users with extremely limited physical mobility
or control, it can be fatiguing or prohibitively difficult to
repeatedly perform the necessary head, neck, or eye
movements when attempting to locate target items.

The RSVP IconMessenger interface is derived from a
presentation layout called RSVP-iconCHAT, an icon-
based AAC interface that was designed to minimize the
amount of head, neck, and eye movements required for
efficient interaction.[14] Instead of displaying all the avail-
able vocabulary, not all of which may be applicable to the
current situation, RSVP-iconCHAT uses the available
screen space to focus on the message under construction.
Semantic frames [15] are used to subdivide the message
into its major semantic roles (e.g. actor, action, object, and
modifiers) and provide a set of visual fixation areas on the
screen. Within each of these areas, applicable vocabulary
options are displayed using rapid serial visual presentation
(RSVP), a technique commonly used in experimental psy-
chology to obscure non-relevant information and avoid
distractions. RSVP has been used in letter-based AAC
systems [1] and has been combined with P300 detection
for letter-based communication.[9–11]

However, low typing speed in letter-based typing
systems is usually an issue, especially once children and
people with severe disability and fatigue use the system.
In the RSVP-iconCHAT interface, the amount of
required screen space and the amount of physical move-
ment are uncoupled from vocabulary size and instead
tied to the length of the desired message. Additionally,
RSVP-iconCHAT does not constrain users to left-to-right
message construction; instead, users are encouraged to
first select a verb, or action, and may then populate any
of the available semantic roles in any order.

In this study, we use the world field to address the
verb (the action) and the corresponding semantic roles.
In the current work, RSVP IconMessenger, we have not
introduced field selection as this requires careful
consideration regarding cognitive overhead that task
switching will induce in the user. We have instead opted
for a linear message-construction approach for a closed-
vocabulary context, in which the fields are greedily
sorted to minimize the uncertainty of the rest of the
sentence given any number of initial fields. Furthermore,
to account for the uncertainty in message construction
order, and to improve P300-based intent inference

accuracy in this closed-vocabulary context, the current
work uses a language model called semantic grams,
which supports utterance-based, order-agnostic word pre-
diction.[32] The tight fusion language evidence and EEG
evidence for P300 detection yields a novel icon-based
BCI communication proposition that requires less screen
space and less physical movement (none required, but
some users with SSPI might choose to exploit EMG arti-
facts in EEG to their advantage) than existing systems.
The results of a study with 10 participants suggest that
the RSVP IconMessenger system is potentially well sui-
ted as an AAC approach for users with SSPI; however,
field testing on actual target users is out of the scope of
this first report on the system operation and will be con-
sidered in future work to make the ultimate assessment.

2. System description

2.1. System components

RSVP IconMessenger consists of four main components:
visual presentation, EEG feature extraction, language
model, and classifier. A visual presentation is employed
to aid the user to construct a sentence by showing differ-
ent icons. The data acquisition runs in real time during
icon selection and both EEG classifiers and language
model jointly make the decision. The visual representa-
tion of the system paradigm is shown in Figure 1.

2.1.1. Visual presentation

For users with SSPI, however, even this amount of gaze
control can be fatiguing or prohibitively difficult. RSVP
IconMessenger interface design significantly reduces the
amount of head, neck, and eye movement required to
visually locate the user’s target item. Specifically, it
reduces the number of required visual fixation areas to
one large central area where RSVP of icon sequences is
performed, but the user may also fixate, if able, to other
locations showing previously typed icons corresponding
to various semantic roles in the current utterance.

RSVP is a presentation technique in which icons
are displayed as a temporal sequence at a fixed location
on the screen. In RSVP IconMessenger, all icons are
displayed in a single fixation area located in the center
of the screen as shown in Figure 2. Available semantic
roles for the current message are displayed in a
horizontal bar at the top of the screen. To create an
utterance using this new scheme, first the semantic role
is selected automatically by the machine and then users
maintain visual focus on the center of the screen while
message construction proceeds for semantic role
population selection. When one of the roles is selected,
that field becomes activated and the system starts the
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role population mode selection. During role population,
the system uses RSVP to display icons, representing

vocabulary words that are applicable to the currently
selected role. Users may select one of these available
vocabulary words to populate the role or the special
‘blank’ value to indicate no selection. Figure 2 shows
an example of the presentation screen. The target sen-
tence is ‘I AM VERY HAPPY’ and the corresponding
user has successfully selected ‘I AM HAPPY’ and the
next target icon to select is ‘VERY’.

For automatic field selection, using the language
model properties (see section 2.1.2) of the words corre-
sponding to different semantic role fields, we performed
field ordering that minimizes the conditional entropy of
remaining fields given the initial set of fields. Let
FK: X! F be the random variable from the vocabulary
domainX to randomly sorted fields F and FK be a field
with K ¼ f1; :::;Kg, and K be the number of fields to be
presented. Now let’s assume F � be the ordered set of
fields based on language model probabilities and F�K is
the kth field added to F �. We use algorithm 1 to find
the ordering of the fields.

In algorithm (1), H �F j �F �ð Þ is the conditional
entropy of remaining fields assuming that �F � are
selected. To estimate the entropy for each �F we define
P �F ð�xÞ with �x being the combination of words (icons)
corresponding to different fields within �F . At each step,
algorithm (1) calculates the entropy as:

Figure 1. (Color online) The visual representation of the system paradigm. A visual presentation is employed to aid the user to
construct a sentence by showing different icons. The data acquisition runs in real time during icon selection and the decision is made
by both EEG classifiers and language model assistance.

Figure 2. RSVP IconMessenger system presentation screen.
On top of the figure a sample presentation screen is shown and
the bottom describes the icons on the screen. The target sen-
tence in this sample screen (as described at the bottom of fig-
ure) is ‘I AM VERY HAPPY’. The corresponding participant
has successfully selected ‘I AM HAPPY’ and the next target
icon to select is ‘VERY’.
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H �F j �F �ð Þ¼
X
�x�

P �F � ð�x�Þ �
X
x

P �F j �F � ð�xj�x�ÞlogP �F j �F � ð�xj�x�Þ
" #

¼�
X
�x�

X
�x�

P �F � ð�x�Þ
P �F �F � ð�x;�x�Þ
P �F � ð�x�Þ

log
P �F �F � ð�x;�x�Þ
P �F � ð�x�Þ

¼�
X
�x�

X
�x�

P �F �F � ð�x;�x�Þlog
P �F �F � ð�x;�x�Þ
P �F � ð�x�Þ

¼�
X
�x�

X
�x�

P �F �F � ð�x;�x�ÞlogP �F �F � ð�x;�x�Þ

þ
X
�x�

X
�x�

P �F �F � ð�x;�x�ÞlogP �F � ð�x�Þ

(1)

The first term in the result of (1) is constant while �F
and �F � change; therefore, the problem of minimizing
(1) reduces to:

minHð �F j �F �Þ ¼ min
X
�x�

X
�x�

P �F �F
� ð�x; �x�ÞlogP �F

� ð�x�Þ

(2)

where for each �x�:

P �F
� �x�ð Þ ¼ N�x�

N
(3)

P �F �F
� �x; �x�ð Þ ¼

X
�x

N�x�x�

N
(4)

Here N is the number of all possible combinations of
words within vocabulary, N�x� is the number of repeti-
tions of word �x� and N�x�x� is the number of repetitions
of �x and �x� together in a sentence.

In the current presentation scheme, we consider each
presented stimulus (icon) as a trial. We then define a
sequence as a group of consecutive trials. The length of
a sequence can differ in general and the maximum size of a
sequence is the number of all the icons in the corresponding
field. An epoch is a group of consecutive sequences that
leads to a decision. A decision can be made after a single
sequence or after a number of sequences until a confidence
is reached based on classifier results (see section 2.1.4).

2.1.2. Language model

There is a well-documented dearth of large corpora of
authentic utterances by AAC users,[17] and so approxi-
mations or simulations are often used.[18,19] The

Crowdsourced Corpus of AAC-Like Communications
was chosen as a training corpus because it is freely
available and contains relatively recent language con-
structions.[20] A counting language model using seman-
tic grams of all lengths 1 through 5, with plus-one
smoothing, was constructed based on this corpus.
Semantic grams are similar to a ‘bag of words’ language
model that functions at the level of utterances.

We chose the 150 most frequently appearing words
from the Crowdsourced AAC corpus.[20] This list
ignored synonyms, tenses, negations, and conjugation
and it was further limited by using PorterStemmer, a
modified implementation of the original Porter stemming
algorithm [21] to a stem that was available as an icon in
the Widgit icon set.[22]

2.1.3. Feature extraction

RSVP relies on temporal separation of the stimuli rather
than spatial, and hence feature extraction starts by
extracting stimulus-time-locked EEG responses corre-
sponding to the visual stimuli. Physiologically the most
relevant ERP signal components are expected to occur
within the first 500 ms following the stimuli. Therefore,
we apply a bandpass filter with linear phase to EEG
data, downsample the data to 128 Hz and extract a
[0,500) ms portion of the filtered data following each
stimulus. After time-locked temporal information extrac-
tion, we apply principal component analysis (PCA) for
dimensionality reduction to get rid of zero or negligible
power components (frequency bands, since PCA on
time-delay vectors acts as a bank of FIR bandpass
filters). We concatenate the data from all channels to
form the feature vector for each stimulus.

We use regularized discriminant analysis (RDA) to
further decrease the dimension of the feature vectors for
use in fusion with the language model. RDA is a modifi-
cation of quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA). QDA
yields the optimal minimum-expected-risk Bayes
classifier under the assumption of multivariate Gaussian
class distributions. This classifier depends on the inverses
of covariance matrices for each class, which are estimated
from training data. In BCI, to keep the calibration phase
short, few training samples are acquired – especially for

Algorithm 1. Greedy forward selection method for field ordering.

Given F ¼ fFKg; k ¼ f1; :::;Kg, and F � ¼ fF�Kg
for i=1:K do
F�i ¼ argminF2FH �F j �F �ð Þ with �F � ¼ F � � fFg and �F � ¼ F � [ fFg
F  F � fF�i g
F �  F � [ fF�i g
end for
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the positive intent class. Therefore, the sample covariance
estimates may become singular or ill-conditioned for
high-dimensional feature vectors. RDA applies shrinkage
and regularization on class covariance estimates.[23]

Upon shrinkage and regularization, based on the ini-
tial assumption that class conditional distributions follow
Gaussian distributions, RDA scores are calculated by
log-likelihood ratio of the class conditional distributions
to be used as EEG evidence.

d xð Þ ¼ log
f xjl̂1; �R1 k; cð Þð Þp̂1
f xjl0; �R0 k; cð Þð Þp̂0

� �
(5)

where d xð Þ is the RDA score for data point, x p̂c is the
estimated prior probability for class c ¼ 0; 1f g (corre-
sponding to the non-target and target classes, respec-
tively), λ is the shrinkage parameter, γ is the
regularization parameter, �Rc k; cð Þ is the maximum-likeli-
hood estimate covariance matrix of class after shrinkage
and regularization and f xjl̂c; �Rc k; cð Þð Þ is the multivari-
ate class conditional Gaussian distribution function with
estimated mean l̂c and covariance �Rc k; cð Þ.

In order to use in fusion with the language model
probabilities, we calculate the class conditional probabil-
ity density functions of RDA scores using kernel density
estimation on training data. That is for each RDA score
in class c ¼ 0; 1f g, we calculate

f d xð Þjcð Þ ¼ 1

nc � 1

X
x02Cc;x0 6¼x

Khk d xð Þ � d x0ð Þð Þ (6)

where f d xð Þjcð Þ is the conditional probability density
function of the RDA scores given the class c, Cc is the
set of data points in class c and Khk is the kernel func-
tion with bandwidth Kh. We use Silverman’s rule of
thumb to calculate the bandwidth.[24]

2.1.4. Classifier

The RSVP IconMessenger system fuses EEG evidence
and language model information to make a joint decision.
Let c ¼ 0; 1f g be the random variable representing the
class labels corresponding to target and non-target classes,
respectively, and x : X! R

d is the EEG evidence, such
that xt;i;r corresponds to epoch t 2 N icon i 2 I and repeti-
tion r ¼ f1; . . .;Rig. Now, the posterior probability for the
class being c for the ith icon in epoch t is:

Pðct;i ¼ 1jdðxt;iÞ;wt ¼ xÞ
¼ f ðdðxt;iÞ;wt ¼ xjct;i ¼ 1ÞPðct;i ¼ 1Þ

f ðdðxt;iÞ;wt ¼ xÞ (7)

where dðxt;iÞ ¼ fdðxt;i;1Þ; :::; dðxt;i;Ri
Þg, it is the number

of icons selected before epoch t, wt ¼ fwit ;wit�1 ; :::;w1g
is the random variable of all previously selected icons
before the tth epoch and x ¼ fx1;x2; :::;xitg corre-
sponds to the set of icons.

Here we make our first assumption: the EEG
evidence for the current icon and the context information
coming from the language model due to the previously
selected icons are independent given the class label.
Using this assumption, we write (7) as:

Pðct;i ¼ 1jdðxt;iÞ;wt ¼ xÞ

¼ f ðdðxt;iÞjct;i ¼ 1ÞPðwt ¼ xjct;i ¼ 1Þpðct;i ¼ 1Þ
f ðdðxt;iÞ;wt ¼ xÞ

(8)

Furthermore, we make our second assumption: EEG
features for an icon in different sequences are condition-
ally independent given the class label. Therefore, by the
Bayes rule we have:

Pðct;i ¼ 1jdðxt;iÞ;wt ¼ xÞ ¼ Pðct;i ¼ 1ÞQRi
r¼1 f ðdðxt;iÞjðct;i ¼ 1Þ

� �
Pðwt ¼ xjct;i ¼ 1Þ

f ðdðxt;iÞ;wt ¼ xÞ
(9)

Now, we make our third assumption: at each
sequence, there is only one target response. This
assumption is reasonable since a user is expected to
respond only for the target symbol. With this assumption
and (9) we have:

Pði¼1jdðxt;iÞ;wt¼xÞ¼
Pðct;i¼1jdðxt;iÞ;wt¼xÞ
Pðct;i¼0jdðxt;iÞ;wt¼xÞP
i02I

Pðct;i¼1jdðxt;i0 Þ;wt¼xÞ
Pðct;i¼0jdðxt;i0 Þ;wt¼xÞ

(10)

Finally, the decision for an icon to be the target is
made by:

î ¼ argmaxiPði ¼ 1jdðxt;iÞ;wt ¼ xÞ (11)

where i represents the selected icon.
To avoid frequent correction requirements, we use

(11) as the confidence measure for the selected icon. We
use this metric as a dynamic stopping criterion for each
epoch, which allows the system to have a variable num-
ber of sequences for each epoch, until the confidence
threshold is achieved. In this experiment, we have set
this threshold as 0.9, which means that the posterior
probability of the most likely icon must exceed 0.9 for
the epoch to stop. Relaxing this threshold by lowering it
could result in faster selections at the cost of more
errors, so net typing speed needs to be assessed with
simulations (but we don’t discuss that here as it is out of
the scope of this paper).

2.2. Operation modes

The RSVP IconMessenger system has three major modes
of operation: calibration, copy icon, and free closed-
vocabulary expression.
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2.2.1. Calibration

In calibration mode, the statistics for the EEG data for a
user are learned. In this mode, the user is asked to show
positive intent to predefined targets in a series of
sequences. Using the EEG data as a response to the pre-
defined target and the non-target symbols, the RDA
scores and the corresponding class conditional distribu-
tions are calculated to be fused with the language model
in one of the testing modes.

2.2.2. Copy icon

Copy icon is one of the testing modes in which the user
is presented with two sentences constructed by a
sequence of icons. The first sentence is a complete
phrase and the second sentence is a copy of the first sen-
tence, missing one or more icons. The user is asked to
complete the second sentence by selecting the missing
icons from a series of sequences. This mode has two
major tasks:

� Mastery task: in this task, the users are asked to
complete the given sentence by selecting only one
missing icon. The sample sentences presented to
the users are divided into four groups based on the
difficulty of icon selection according to language
model probabilities. For example, in level 1 the
language model probability for the target icon is
relatively high compared to the non-target icon
with the highest probability. As the level value
increases, the language model probability of the
target icon decreases while the non-target probabil-
ities increase. At the higher levels, the EEG evi-
dence should be dominant for a correct selection.
There is a delete icon with fixed probability that
users can select to undo their previous selection.

� Full Phrase Task: the users are asked to select all
the icons in a given sentence. The fields are auto-
matically selected based on the method described
in section 2.1.1. Users can select the delete icon to
go back to the previous field and make a new icon
selection for that field.

2.2.3. Free closed-vocabulary expression

The third operating mode is free selection mode in which
users can make free icon selections as they desire. The
system automatically chooses the field based on the field
selection method described in section 2.1.1. Users can
choose the delete icon to go back to the previous field
and choose the blank icon if the corresponding field is
not a part of their desired sentence.

2.2.4. Simulation

In the simulation mode, we use the target and non-target
EEG responses from the precollected calibration data
and perform a kernel density estimation on these
responses. Then during simulation we draw samples
from these densities to obtain EEG evidence for target
and non-target symbols. We fuse the EEG evidence with
the language model to compute the posterior probabili-
ties of the symbols that are used for decision-making
(see also section 2.1.4). We apply our simulation to the
copy icon task and report the estimated performance as
number of sequences to write a symbol, time to complete
the task, and probability of phrase completion. We utilize
the simulation mode to optimize system parameters such
as backspace probability, maximum number of sequences
in an epoch, etc., for different users.

3. Methods

3.1. Experimental setup

For this experiment, the system was configured with a total
of 124 icons that can construct different sentences of one
to five words in length. Each icon corresponds to a word
that belongs to a different field in the sentence. In the cur-
rent system, fields are verb, subject, object, subject partici-
pant, and object modifier. In addition to icons for these
five fields, there is a blank symbol for no selection and a
delete icon for deleting the previous selection.

3.1.1. Participants

Ten healthy adults between 24 and 31 years of age were
recruited from the university student population (none
involved in this project directly). These participants con-
sisted of seven women and three men, with a mean age
of 26 years (standard deviation 2.4 and range 7 years).

3.1.2. EEG recording and protocol

We used g.USBamp biosignal amplifiers with active
g.Butterfly electrodes attached to g.GAMMAcaps from
g.Tec (Graz, Austria). The EEG was sampled at a 256
Hz rate. According to the International 10/20 electrode
placement system, we used sites Fp1, Fp2, F3,F4, Fz,
Fc1, Fc2, Cz, P1, P2, C1, C2, Cp3, Cp4, P5, and P6.
The amplifiers’ built-in nonlinear-phase (Butterworth)
0.5–60 Hz bandpass filter and 60 Hz notch filters were
enabled.

3.1.3. Session instructions

All users participated in six sessions of data collection.
Each session lasted approximately 2 hours. The first
four sessions consisted only of multiple calibration
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phases. In each individual calibration session, users
were presented with 100 sequences of icons as stimuli
with inter-stimulus intervals of 200 ms. Users were
asked to rest between calibration phases and continue
once they felt ready.

Using simulation, as explained in section 2.2.4, on
the calibration data collected from each subject, the
maximum number of sequences in an epoch and the
delete icon probability parameters were optimized for
each subject.

In the fifth session, first, the users had a single cali-
bration phase to train the classifier, and the classifier
parameters were calculated accordingly. The maximum
number of sequences in an epoch and the delete icon
probability parameters were optimized using the simula-
tion mode on the calibration data collected from the first
four sessions for each subject. Then, the users were
asked to complete all the levels of the Mastery Task.
Each level had eight sentences, with a total of 32 sen-
tences, and a level is successfully completed when at

Figure 3. (Color online) (a) The ERP images for subject 10 at channel Cz. The images show electrical activity following for target
and non-target classes. The top figures show the voltage value for 100 trials and the bottom traces are the EEG signals averaged over
trials. The zero point corresponds to the stimulus onset. (b) ERP response corresponding to target (red line) and non-target (blue line)
averaged over 100 trails for users 1–9 at channel Cz.
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least 75% of the sentences at each level (at least six out
of eight) have been successfully spelled. If the users
could not satisfy the level completion requirement, the
sentences that were unsuccessful were repeated until the
requirement was satisfied. For each sentence, if the
selected icon was wrong, the user could delete it by
selecting the delete icon and trying again. There were
two stopping criteria for each sentence: (1) three consec-
utive wrong icon selections and (2) a time limit of 60
seconds for each sentence. If either of these two criteria
was reached, the system skipped to the next sentence.
The task is considered to be successful if all the levels
are completed in the session. Each sequence in an epoch
included 20 icons with the highest language model prob-
ability corresponding to the specific field under consider-
ation. We made sure that the sentences selected always
included the target icon in the top 20 according to the
language model. Extensions for larger vocabulary con-
texts are possible, but are not considered in this work.

In the sixth session, first, the users had a single cali-
bration phase to train the classifier. Then they were
asked to perform the Full Phrase Task. The system skips
to the next sentence if a user reaches the time limit of 5
minutes for each sentence or if the number of selected
icons is equal to the number of icons in the original sen-
tence. Similarly to the fifth session, the inter-stimulus
interval was 200 ms and each sequence had 20 icons
corresponding to each field.

4. Results and discussion

Our offline analysis on field ordering selection (as
explained in section 2.1.1) showed that the optimum

ordering of the fields for the vocabulary used is given
as: verb, subject, object, subject participant, and object
modifier. Retrospectively, this makes sense and validates
the outcome offered by the greedy forward search algo-
rithm used and the uncertainty objective employed.

Figure 3(a) shows the ERP images for subject 10 at
channel Cz. The images show electrical activity follow-
ing for target and non-target classes. The top figures
show the voltage value for 100 trials and the bottom
traces are the EEG signals averaged over trials. The zero
point corresponds to the stimulus onset. Figure 3(b)
shows the ERP response corresponding to target (red
line) and non-target (blue line) averaged over 100 trials
at channel Cz for users 1–9.

For each user, Monte Carlo simulations (as explained
in section 2.2.4) are applied on the calibration data col-
lected in the first four sessions. The results of simula-
tions are calculated for four different values for the
maximum number of sequences in an epoch: 4, 8, 12
and 16. These results are reported in terms of accuracy
vs speed in Figure 4 for each user. The speed is defined
as the inverse of the maximum number of sequences in
an epoch, and accuracy is calculated as the ratio of the
correctly completed sentences to the total number of sen-
tences. Figure 4 also shows the accuracy results averaged
over all users. We observe that as the speed decreases,
on average the system can achieve around 75%
accuracy.

The results of the fifth session demonstrated that
seven out of 10 users could successfully complete all
four levels of the Mastery Task. The remaining three
users were only successful in passing the first three lev-
els. We report the typing performance for each sentence
as the number of sequences required to successfully
select a desired icon – including all errors and deletions
until the correct desired icon is achieved. These typing
performance values for all users during the Mastery Task
are summarized in Figure 5. The green bars show the
number of sequences for a successful icon selection. If
the level completion requirement (six correct completions
out of eight sentences) is satisfied after presenting fewer
than eight sentences, some sentences are not presented to
the user. These sentences are marked with blue bars in
the figure (fixed at the value of 10 for demonstration
purposes). Red bars show the sentences that were unsuc-
cessful after one or multiple repetitions of that sentence
until the stopping criteria are reached.

We report the typing performance of the sixth session
for each icon in each sentence as the number of
sequences required to successfully select that icon –
including all errors and deletions until the correct desired
icon is achieved. These typing performance values for all
users during the Full Phrase Task are summarized in
Table 1. ‘N’ means ‘No Icon’ and marks the empty
fields. This means that the corresponding field was not a

Figure 4. (Color online) Accuracy of typing versus inverse of
maximum allowed number of sequences in an epoch.
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Figure 5. (Color online) Typing performance of all users after session five, Mastery Task. Green bars show the number of sequences
for a successful icon selection. Blue bars mark the sentences that were not tried by the user due to the achievement of the level
completion criterion. Red bars show the sentences that were unsuccessful.
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Table 1. Typing performance of all users after session six, Full Phrase Task. Numbers show the number of sequences for a
successful icon selection at each sentence. ‘N’ means ‘No Icon’ and marks the empty fields. This means that field was not a part of
the corresponding sentence. ‘W’ means ‘Wrong Selection’ and marks the icons that were unsuccessful.

User 1 User 2

Icon 1 Icon 2 Icon 3 Icon 4 Icon 5 Icon 1 Icon 2 Icon 3 Icon 4 Icon 5

Sentence 1 1 N 8 2 8 2 N 8 2 8
Sentence 2 N N W W W N N 4 1 2
Sentence 3 W N W N W 8 N 3 N 2
Sentence 4 1 N 8 N W 1 N 8 N 3
Sentence 5 1 N 8 N 8 1 N 7 N 7
Sentence 6 W N W N W 1 N 7 N 2
Sentence 7 1 N 8 W W 1 N 4 1 8
Sentence 8 W N W N W 1 N 1 N 7

User 3 User 4

Icon 1 Icon 2 Icon 3 Icon 4 Icon 5 Icon 1 Icon 2 Icon 3 Icon 4 Icon 5
Sentence 1 W N W W W 1 N 8 1 20
Sentence 2 N N 8 1 2 N N 8 1 3
Sentence 3 1 N 8 N 2 3 N 8 N 1
Sentence 4 8 N 8 N 1 3 N 8 N 8
Sentence 5 1 N 8 N W 1 N 8 N 6
Sentence 6 1 N 8 N 3 W N W N W
Sentence 7 1 N 8 W W 8 N 8 2 21
Sentence 8 15 N 8 N 5 8 N 8 N W

User 5 User 6

Icon 1 Icon 2 Icon 3 Icon 4 Icon 5 Icon 1 Icon 2 Icon 3 Icon 4 Icon 5
Sentence 1 5 N 6 3 2 5 N 3 2 4
Sentence 2 N N 8 1 1 N N 1 3
Sentence 3 1 N 2 N 1 4 N 61 N 1
Sentence 4 1 N 2 N 1 1 N 5 N W
Sentence 5 1 N 4 N 1 3 N 8 N 1
Sentence 6 1 N 5 N 3 3 N 7 N 6
Sentence 7 1 N 3 6 6 2 N 6 4 6
Sentence 8 2 N 7 N 4 8 N 8 N 6

User 7 User 8

Icon 1 Icon 2 Icon 3 Icon 4 Icon 5 Icon 1 Icon 2 Icon 3 Icon 4 Icon 5
Sentence 1 W N W W W W N W W W
Sentence 2 N N 7 7 7 N N W W W
Sentence 3 W N W N W 8 N 17 N 8
Sentence 4 W N W N W W N W N W
Sentence 5 W N W N W 8 N 8 N 8
Sentence 6 1 N 6 N 8 8 N 8 N W
Sentence 7 8 N 8 2 21 8 N 8 5 28
Sentence 8 24 N 8 N 35 8 N 8 N 8

User 9 User 10

Icon 1 Icon 2 Icon 3 Icon 4 Icon 5 Icon 1 Icon 2 Icon 3 Icon 4 Icon 5
Sentence 1 W N W W W 1 N 8 8 6
Sentence 2 N N 7 1 5 N N 8 1 4
Sentence 3 W N W N W W N W N W
Sentence 4 7 N 7 N 6 1 N 5 N 4
Sentence 5 1 N 7 N 8 1 N 5 N 8
Sentence 6 1 N 6 N 5 1 N 2 N 7
Sentence 7 W N W W W 1 N 4 W W
Sentence 8 8 N 8 N 6 2 N 3 N 6
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part of the sentence. ‘W’ mean ‘Wrong Selection’ and
marks the icons that were unsuccessful.

Farwell and Donchin [27] showed that ERPs that
contain P300 can be exploited for designing EEG-based
BCI typing systems. Following their approach our results
show good classifier performance and high accuracies in
such typing interfaces for user intent detection systems
by employing P300 detection (Figure 4).

The approach that most typing systems use is mainly
to distribute symbols across a matrix (matrix spel-
ler).[6,7,12] There are some disadvantages in matrix
speller systems. One is poor P300 signal quality as a
result of flashing rows and columns for the presentation
of a symbol. Most importantly, lack of precise gaze con-
trol is very common in many potential users and results
in reduced performance of the system.[25,26] Different
BCI typing systems use different presentation schemes to
overcome this problem and the results are usually com-
pared with the matrix presentation paradigm in terms of
speed and accuracy.[28–31] We proposed using RSVP,
in which icons appear on the screen sequentially, at a
predefined fixed location on the screen and in a pseudo-
random order. Real-time typing tasks in our study during
sessions 5 and 6 show successful implementation of
RSVP paradigm in typing systems, as shown in Figure 5
and Table 1.

The language model can enhance typing speeds and
improve BCI typing systems’ performance. We employed
a probabilistic language model during the intent detec-
tion process to define a priori the potential target charac-
ters during the classification task.

5. Conclusion

We described RSVP IconMessenger, which is a brain-
interfaced icon by icon (word by word) typing system.
The complete BCI system consisted of three major mod-
ules: data acquisition, presentation, and inference. The
system currently has three major modes of operation:
calibration, copy icon, and free closed-vocabulary
expression. Our study examined EEG data from 10
healthy users and the results indicate that the overall sys-
tem concept is successfully validated for different modes
of operation. Of course, healthy users are no substitute
for actual users with SSPI, therefore future work with
field tests on target populations remains as the next step.

Calibration results showed up to 94% accuracy of
typing in some of the sessions among some users. This
system uses a visual stimulus presentation paradigm that
does not require precise gaze control. Increase in com-
munication speed due to icon-based expression compared
to letter-by-letter typing systems, such as our RSVP
KeyboardTM, could improve the efficacy of communica-
tion through this interface in closed-vocabulary settings.
A system that combines letter and icon typing could

enable users to switch between fast closed-vocabulary
communication and relatively slower open-vocabulary
communication.

The current language model trained on a corpus that
is not ideal as, once again, pretend AAC-system users
are no substitute for real AAC-system users. Personal-
ized and adaptive language models based on individual
users’ language styles and preferences and context-
dependent closed-vocabulary options and models would
provide significant improvement for the system and
remain as future work.
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